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Christopher Maloney - "The Death of Andy 
Kaufman" [DVD Review]
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Rating: 6.8 / 10

The title alone intrigued me enough to really want to dig into this 

documentary about the 1984 death of the eccentric, some would argue 

iconic, comedian, Andy Kaufman. Most know Kaufman from his work 

on Saturday Night Live or for his role as Latka in the classic television 

series, "Taxi," but Kaufman was also well known for his standup 

comedy. Kaufman succumbed to lung cancer back in 1984 and as far 

as I knew, that was the end of the story. 

 

25 years later filmmaker Christopher Maloney decided to take a look 

into Kaufman's death and what follows is a sort of x-files/conspiracy 

theory scenario that completely sucked me in. Now I must be honest, I 

was a fan of Kaufman back in the day, but I had not really thought 

about him much over the years… and I never imagined there was 

anything more to his death. 

 

Using public domain photography and lo-fi audio, Maloney strings together a series of theories on how and 

why Kaufman could have staged his own death and where he might have possibly been hiding out all these 

years. Most of the theories seem farfetched and implausible, but through numerous interviews with family, 

friends and those who swear they've spotted Kaufman, Maloney makes a decent case. I don’t know if after 

watching it I'm left believing Kaufman is still alive, but the so called "evidence" is produced and strung 

together, at times haphazardly, but it is there; believe it or not. 
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I can honestly say this is one of the most intriguing DVDs I've ever watched. First of all I found it interesting 

that anyone would take the time to do the research and put this together, the idea alone is off the wall, but 

yet somehow still kind of cool. This is definitely a do-it yourself, low-budget film, but I don’t think the quality 

detracts from the film at all and after a while I found myself so drawn into the whole conspiracy that I paid 

no attention to the picture or audio quality; I just wanted to know where Kaufman has been hiding all these 

years. Could Andy Kaufman have faked his death? Watch this DVD and decide for yourself. 

 

Run Time: 80 minutes 

Release Date: July 26, 2011 

 

Check out the movie trailer 
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Disclaimer… don't say we didn't warn you:

So as to avoid any idiots from misusing this website… please note that any resemblance to real persons, 

living or dead, is purely coincidental. This site is approved for veterans, though employees do not

cash. Do not use while operating a motor vehicle or heavy equipment and

hours, consult your physician. We're not affiliated with the American Red Cross and do ccontain a 

substantial amount of non-tobacco ingredients. While colours may, in time, fade, breaking the seal

constitutes acceptance of agreement. Be caution, the site contains falling

ventilated areas and alwasys keep away from fire or flame. Add toner and please do not write below this 

line. This site may be too intense for some viewers.
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YouTube Rocks: Fight For Your 
Right (Revisited) Full Length  
BEASTIE BOYS!!! Remember the 
music video for "(You Gotta) Fight 
For Your Right (To Party!)… 

Tattoo Talk: Rebel Emergency 
vocalist and guitarist Roddy 
Colmer on his Maori Sleeves  
Recently I was in touch with Rebel 
Emergency vocalist Roddy 

Colmer. Via email, Roddy gave… 

My Morning Jacket @ Bluesfest 
(Lebreton Flats, Ottawa) on July 
13, 2011 
My Morning Jacket performed in 
front of an insanely huge crowd on 

the night of July 13th.… 
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5TH PROJEKT Release New Album 'V' Today 

OBSCURA Announce Tour Dates in South 
East Asia 

BREAKING BENJAMIN Release "Blow Me 
Away" Lyric Video Online 

BOB MARLEY "I'm Gonna Be Your Friend" 
Campaign Aims to Reach Nearly 700 Million to 
Support Children's East Africa Appeal 

MUSHROOMHEAD Vocalist JEFFERY NOTHING 
Signs with Suburban Noize for Release of Solo 
Album 'Nothing - The New Psychodalia' 

MAN OVERBOARD Debut "Montrose" Music 
Video Online 

AWOLNATION Release Live Video Clip of "Kill 
Your Heroes" Online 
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